Fall of the Berlin Wall
After WWII Germany was divided by the Allies into
four occupation zones: USA, France, Britain, and
the USSR. This division resulted in two states that
couldn’t be more different: the German
Democratic Republic (GDR) in the East and the
Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) in the west.
The capital, Berlin, was actually located in the
Soviet zone, but, as it was the capital, it was also
divided into four occupation zones.
In 1949 the GDR was established as a socialist
state modeled on the USSR with a centrally
planned economy. Although the GDR was a
member of the Warsaw Pact, it was significantly
influenced by West Germany, especially through
media and direct comparisons with relatives and
friends from the FRG. That made a strict
government policy of oppression and propaganda
necessary, in order to maintain the socialistic state.
In this systematic oppression, the Ministry of State
Security (Stasi) played a key role. Stasi surveilled
the entire population, mainly with official
employees (IMs), who could basically be any citizen
of the GDR. The IMs (neighbors, teachers, friends)
reported every citizen that had an oppositional
opinion. The consequences for identified
oppositionals were manifold: Defamation,
occupational ban, restriction of education, salary
cuts, influencing of trials, destroying of private
relations with the aim of societal isolation that
could even lead to suicide. This “handling” of
oppositionals was called “Zersetzung”
(decomposition). Also, imprisonments with
psychological torture and isolation were practiced.
To exemplify the enormous dimension of state
oppression and surveillance, consider that in the
GRD over 250.000 people were arrested for
political reasons, which is nearly 2% of the
population. Stasi had nearly 300.000 official
employees and IMs, which also was around 2% of
the population.

Facing a significantly lower standard of living
(economically and human rights) than in the FRG,
the GDR suffered serious emigrations to West
Germany. This made a border and visa strategy
necessary, to keep the population “in” and led to
the building of the Berlin Wall and a strict border
securing the rest of the country. The border
security of the GDR consisted of a 5km restricted
area with watch towers, armed soldiers,
searchlights, spring guns, and claymores that made
it nearly impossible to cross the border alive. By
1989, 872 people died trying to pass through the
border.
Beginning in the 1980s the GDR started facing
serious financial problems. It had difficulties
keeping the economy and administration running,
and consumer prices low. In addition, the Glasnost
policy of Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev provided
the possibility of protest and opposition in the
GDR. People started a huge protest movement
against the oppression and low standard of living
on a regular basis that went on for years, and
developed a broad societal will for change. The
protests peaked just before reuniting, with over
700,000 people protesting only in the relatively
small city of Leipzig, which made it impossible for
the debilitated public administration to strike
down the immense amount of peacefully
protesting people. These were the factors that
made a peaceful revolution possible and prevented
a massacre like in the 1989 protests in China, with
thousands of deaths.
About the protest movement and the lasting
impacts of the “Wende” (Rebound) and
reunification, I talked with Roland Kiehne, a
mid-aged IT-Manager from Eisenach, former GDR:
Mr. Kiehne, how would you describe to others your
living situation in the GDR, regarding professional
and private life, well-being/ restrictions and
standard of living?

I can talk for my wife Annette and me for this term:
We were both not allowed to study what we
actually wanted to (Annette journalism and me
automotive engineering). We weren’t even allowed
to go to high school, so we had to learn some other
job where you don’t have to study and tried to go
on from that point.
In the private life it was actually the case, that you
were only able to trust very good friends and (also
not always) relatives. Measured from that point,
our financial standard of living was quite low. We
were only able to get a flat after massive
complaints and fights. And even after that we had
to live on 32m² with two kids! Our monthly income
of 2 working adults was about 460 East Mark
[equivalents around 580 CAD today, acc. to
German Central Bank], you see great leaps weren’t
possible.
How did you experience the GDR as an unjust
nation? What made you most aware?
Mostly at the choice of profession, and later on the
actual work life.
You’ve also been arrested twice out of political
reasons. What was the reason?
The first time 1983 within the scope of the action
“Schwerter zu Pflugscharen” [lit: ‘Swords to
ploughshares’, pacifistic disarmament initiative].
The second time after I refused the military service.
How did you experience the imprisonment and the
interrogations?
Because I was never hiding my opinion, and only
talked how I could advocate it, they didn’t have a
big chance to e.g. accuse me the denial of the
socialistic state.
Annette and I are both coming from a Christian
parental home, thus we have always been suspect
to the so called “state authorities”. Insofar they
didn’t expect anything…

How was your daily life influenced by the Stasi?
We have been under surveillance (neighbors,
working colleagues).
There has been a list of persons that would have to
be arrested in any case of “counter revolutionary”
actions. We were at place three at this list.
Do you think justice could have been achieved
today? Did the “Wende” improve a lot? What, and
what not?
This is difficult to answer. It is different, but I dare
to admit, that the current politics of the state we
are living in is justice. Therefore there is way too
much injustice going on.
Financially we are doing well today, but others
didn’t manage to do this. But the financial aspect is
only one side of the medal. There is this diffuse
feeling of infantilizing.
Actually we wanted less state – now we already
have way too much regimentation again.
How did you experience the peaceful revolution
personally?
Right in the middle ☺ And always with the anxiety
of getting arrested again, or way worse, that they
take away our children and put them into children’s
home.
Did you take part of protests and resistance, were
you even part of the organizers? How did this take
place?
Yes, abundant. We were printing and spreading
leaflets. I also attended the foundation of the
Demokratischer Aufbruch [lit. ‘democratic
departure’, political grouping that later turned into
a party, then merged into the big German CDU
(Christ democrat union) party, the party of
chancellor Angela Merkel]
How did you experience the fall of the Berlin Wall?
I just came home from a “secret” meeting and heard
about it on the Tagesschau [main West German
News show]. ☺

Are you happy about the way the reuniting took
place? Did you expect more? Are you missing
something?
Not exactly happy, because we hoped for being
able to create a different society. In the GDR we
had the power of the proletariat – now the power
of the capital.
About which “accomplishment” are you enjoying
the most and which you don’t want to miss?
I was able to decide myself what I wanted to do
with my life. And this was what we mainly fought
for.
Thank you, Mr. Kiehne for this interview!
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